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"Changing age groups normally means changing all 
your equipment. We propose the iQFoil Junior class 

where transitioning to iQFoil Youth class would require 
only the front wing of the foil and the rig to change 

for a larger size. Core elements like the board and foil 
components remain the same."

The streamlined pathway from Junior to Youth 
and Olympic Gold

 1 board for 2 generations of windsurfing.
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1  B O A R D  F O R  2  G E N E R A T I O N S  O F  W I N D S U R F I N G
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The Race foil that started it all.

It started with weekend windsurfers. Then came 
Formula racers, PWA racers and the Olympic 
community.

From this opportunity was born the iQFoil vision: to 
inspire windsurfers of all levels - weekend racers, 
professionals and Olympians alike - to race together 
at a wide range of exciting events, on fair, simple 
and affordable foiling equipment of the highest 
performance. Race with your friends every weekend 
or go for gold every quadrennial. There’s never been 
such a uniting opportunity in windsurfing and that’s 
the most exciting part about the iQFoil project.

Tiesda You, 
Founder, Starboard Foils 

The iQFoil 95 & 85 are just amazing, with one board, one 
foil, two fuselages, one rig & one fin, you cover 5 to 35 
knots - no matter the sea conditions - you will race!

Remi Vila 
iQFoil development team
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S V E I N  R A S M U S S E N
Windsurfing is a life's journey, a way to explore the world, experience cultures and set oneself milestone targets. Its also a 
way to learn to compete in fairness and with respect to others. Above all, it’s such an amazing feeling to hold the wind in 

ones arms and today with foiling we can fly on top of it all in way that will attract so many more people to our sport.
We at Starboard have given our best to develop a set of Junior gear that will make you look forward to every new session. 

We also wanted to keep the cost down, so you can use the same board and foil when you go from Junior to the Youth class. 
Junior windsurfing is a personal thing for our us, I remember my first European Windsurfing Championships at Lake Garda 

where I was for sure the happiest kid in the fleet.

Now with 40 years of experience, having  the opportunity to develop Junior gear with our team is super exciting. Besides 
getting you into windsurfing, we invite you to become a "future  fighter" and join our efforts in doing our bit for the planet. 
Perhaps you can join our Ocean ambassador  program as well? The Ocean is providing us most of the oxygen we need to 

breath, so whatever you do, just remember that every little effort to protect our playground counts.

Svein Rasmussen 
Cheif innovator



We want to share that the climate crises partially come from deforestation. 
We need to regenerate forests for the challenging years

ahead. Sea trees or mangroves are important players as they absorb
more CO2 than any other sources while also helping clean the ocean,

and sheltering coastal villages from heavy storms.

We are a partnering in replanting one billion mangrove trees over the next 
10 years. The pilot project in the Thor Heyerdahl Climate Park with six million 

trees is already finished.

Calculating the total carbon footprint of an iQFoil based on production and 
raw materials, we found that it creates 0.1 ton of CO2. 

For each Olympic Starboard iQFoil we will plant 10 trees, absorbing 
10 tons CO2 over 20 years, making the iQFoil board 100 x climate net 

positive.

Every tree counts and with your help we can inspire others to follow suit.
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We have stopped using virgin plastic packaging on our boards, but the 
board’s styrofoam, paint, epoxy and EVA come from fossil fuel/oil. 

With the help of Starboard's internal plastic tax, we fund the Plastic Offset 
Program (POP).  

After calculating the plastic footprint of the iQFoil, it was settled that the 
Starboard Plastic Offset Program will collect 2.4 kg of plastic trash for each 
iQFoil board sold. Our target this year is to collect a total of 50,000 kg from 
beaches around our test center in Thailand. We will keep on picking plastic 
trash until regulations are in place to stop the destruction of our oceans. 



Severne FGO

Severne mast, mastbase, mast extension and boom
Starboard iQFoil 85



The streamlined pathway from Junior to Youth and 
Olympic Gold

S T A R B O A R D  i Q F O I L  8 5  J U N I O R  P A C K A G E

Starboard iQFoil 85 StarLite Carbon 
Starboard Foils iQFoil Aluminium

Mast: 95cm Aluminium V5
Front wing: 800, Tail Wing: 255 -2°
Fuselages: 95 Plus and 115 Plus

Drake Race 56 Ready to Race
Severne FGO Sail 5.0, 6.0 or 7.0
Severne RDM Blue Mast 430 or 460
Severne GO Boom 170 - 220
Severne RDM Triple Extension
Severne Mast Base            

Zero 2 Hero option
Offer available for school and clubs:
Starboard iQFoil 85 StarLite Carbon
TT middle box and removable center fin.
Ideal for teaching the basics of windsurfing 
foiling and iQFoil Junior/ Youth Racing,
all on one board.
(Additional fin box weighs 400g)

iQFoil Junior: the sailing platform that offers young sailors the most affordable path from Junior to Olympic gold. In 
the highest and most exciting performance package.

How does Starboard achieve this?

The streamlined transition between age groups makes this exceptional performance-to-affordability ratio possible.
Changing age groups normally means changing all your equipment. We propose the iQFoil Junior class where 
transitioning to iQFoil Youth class would require only the front wing of the foil and the rig to change for a larger size. 

Core elements like the board and foil components remain the same.

What is the objective?

The objective is to increase participation and optimize retention:

“Innovating the growth of quality windsurfing. Starboard is all about developing aspirational programs from grass roots to 
champions. We recommend one amazing board, transitioning riders from Junior to Youth racing on all courses, minimizing 

cost and complication while increasing participation.” Svein Rasmussen, Starboard founder and Group CEO. 

What allows iQFoil Junior equipment to achieve 
high-performance at such a price?

The board - by adopting the best of the Olympic Windsurfing’s iQFoil development program, the iQFoil 85 board 
takes-off in even lighter winds than its larger sibling with better control and more comfort for lighter riders. It is built 
for light weight and strength by combining a full carbon bottom, a thick, durable skin and strategically placed fibre 

reinforcements.

The foil – the mast is an ultra-stiff 95cm aluminium mast paired with an 800 cm² front wing ensuring control for lighter 
riders. Both the 95 Plus and 115 Plus fuselages are included in the full package giving exciting racing format options 
and the widest wind range. The foil’s adjustable tail wing angle is what allows the foil to take off in such light winds 

and cover such a wide wind range at little added cost. It’s a must.

Only the front wing needs to be upgraded to 900cm² for going to Youth.

The fin – the short 56cm fin suits the narrow tail. It is better for launching in shore break and performs well on all angles.

The lightweight FGO 5m², 6m² and 7m² sails with strong reinforcements in vital areas, cover a wide weight range, wind 
range and comes from Severne Sails’ world-leading development program. They offer huge trimming range, excellent 

cam rotation and reinforcements in vital stress areas.

The lightweight RDM Blue mast has a 90% carbon content for extra durability and optimum reflex.
The boom is a V grip design aluminium monocoque design – perfect for smaller hands.

40% stiffer than a traditional round aluminum boom and with unmatched durability.

Who has participated in tests so far?

Testing of the iQFoil Junior package included the Thai National Junior team(55 to 65 kg), World Champions Remi Vila 
(92kg) and Gonzalo Costa Hoevel (88kg), Starboard designers Svein Rasmussen (69kg), Tiesda You (65kg) and Ex 

Thanupong (55kg). This wide panel was to secure the validation of different sized riders.

What are the environmental initiatives associated with the iQFoil Junior program?

Each board is made 100x Climate net positive through the Mangroves planted in Thor Heyerdahl Climate Park. Our 
own Starboard Plastic Offset Program picks up 1.4 kg of ocean plastic per board sold. Strict environmental event 

guidelines and support will sit alongside World Sailing’s sustainability program.

Events and clinics are already planned for this summer, stay tuned.

“It’s all about guiding the next generation to take off and fly beyond our own imagination.”



J u n i o r  P a c k a g e

Carry Over from Junior to Youth
Starboard iQFoil 85 StarLite Carbon 
Starboard Foils iQFoil Aluminium, 
Tail Wing, Fuselages

Severne FGO
 5.0, 6.0 or 7.0

Severne HGO
 8.0

Severne GO Boom
 170 - 220

Severne GO Boom
 186 - 236

Severne 
Mast Base   

Front Wing 800

Front Wing 900

Severne RDM Mast
and Extension   

Severne SDM Mast
and Extension   

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF SOME RIDERS AND COACHES

One of my first foiling experience was on the iQFoil 85 Junior/Youth 
board. I started to get used to it within 15min sailing time. Equipment 
is easy to handle. As soon as you build some speed you get on the 
foil. Landings from foiling was soft, I wasn’t scared or worried to hurt 

myself. So I kept trying! Great equipment to learn foiling. 

- ABDULMAJEED AL HADRAMI -
Athlete  (Sailed Techno293, RSX)   

I am a windsurfer, kitesurfer and surfer. The last 5 years I have been 
foiling in all kinds of conditions using different types of equipment 
including wing foiling. I had the privilege to test the iQFoil 85 Junior/
Youth board for the first time. We had around 10knots of wind and my 
first reaction once I was up on the foil was, “Wow, this is super stable 
and easy!” I really enjoyed the test session and I was also impressed to 

see how forgiving and easy it was to maneuver the board.

- KORAY EZER-
Head of Performance at Oman Sail,

Former National Windsurf coach.

I am very happy to be one of the first riders on IQfoil 85 Junior/Youth. 
The board has a perfect shape and the planning surface is wide, easy 
to go upwind or downwind. The foil is easy to take off and keep stability 
on the water, and it is easy to keep foiling when doing gybe. Besides, the 
rig is light-weighted and easy to control. I hope IQfoil 85 Junior/Youth 

will become official.

- CHUI WING CHUN-
HKG 20

 47kg, born in 2004 Hong Kong

The design of the board is perfect with a higher volume, so it fits for 
most of the junior and Youth windsurfers. The board is very stable, and 
it is easy to control when foiling. Also, the rig is more light than others, 
so it is controllable for foiling. I hope IQFoil 85 Junior/Youth becomes 

universal.

- KIKABHOY ASGAR -
HKG 37  

52kg, born in 2005

Fast learning process. Great fun! I can teach foiling to much younger 
windsurfers with this equipment. Light equipment and stable rides 

makes rider feel safe.

- MUKHTAR AL MUJAINI -
Techno 293 Junior Team Coach 
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Upgrade to youth with these 
components: 




